Skills & Traits for Success

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
4. keeping things in order
6. balanced and not easily changed or upset, calm under stress
8. a group of inter-connected people or computers
10. to examine by looking closely at all the pieces of a problem
11. using judgment; giving a detailed evaluation (can also mean very important)
13. the process of bringing people who want different things to an agreement
15. careful to fulfill duties and do good work
16. complicated; with many different sides
18. relating to money
19. self-disciplined; able to control one's impulses
20. concentration
22. not tense
23. a positive attitude; expectation that things will work out all right in the end
24. working together

Down
1. deciding what is most important and what to do first
2. connected
3. conscious of (knowing about) something
5. developing new ideas or products
7. well-reasoned
9. capable, very good at something
11. a problem or difficulty to overcome
12. able to change and adapt to new situations
14. sharing thoughts with others: speaking, writing, and signs
17. guidance and correction to help a person do better
21. determination to continue despite obstacles
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